
New tours

This Northern Thailand motorcycle tour offers you 

the chance of exploring the country’s unique cul-

ture on winding mountain roads. Look forward to pic-

turesque landscapes and new discoveries!

06.02. – 20.02.2021
06.11. - 20.11.2021

Northern Thailand promises pure fascination with its graceful tropical landscapes, roaring waterfalls and extensive 
rivers. Every biker dreams to experience the unique mountain and valley roads once in his life! The famous „Road 
1148“ in Nan, with its hundreds of rapidly following curves, is one of the best motorcycle roads in Thailand and is just 
as much a part of our program as the famous „Mae Hong Son Loop“. Experience the cultural and temple metropolis of 
Chiang Mai in the mountains. Our trip starts and ends at the country triangle of Thailand, Myanmar and Laos. There 
are still many myths surrounding this Golden Triangle.

Thailand, the land of smiles & Sri Lanka, 
the Pearl of the Indian Ocean

Riding in the Land of Smiles
Endless Curves at the Golden Triangle in Northern Thailand

Northern Thailand on Honda CB 500 & 650 takes place again 
after a long „Thailand break“.  Discover the Golden Triangle with 
Road Captain Hendrik and enjoy the endless „curve tango“ on 
grand mountain roads in the former Lanna kingdom. On this dis-
covery tour, selected hotels with pools, remote mountain people, 
smallest mountain roads through jungle and highlands and the 
Thai culture are the highlights. Thailand’s highest mountain Doi 
Inathon (2,565m) and the ancient and half-forgotten temple cities 
add spectacular views and cultural experiences to the program. 
Hendrik, who lives alternately in Tibet and Thailand - when he is 
not leading around the world on one of his Overland tours from 
Germany to Lhasa - guides the tour and shows you his adopted 
country in all its facets.



Your Classic Bike Adventure Team

The tropical fl ora and fauna, the Buddhist surroundings and the friendly people paired with beautiful winding roads 
and endless sandy beaches provide an incredible backdrop for motorcycle explorations. The delicious local cuisine 
makes the pleasure even more intense. In Kandy and Ella we experience the beautiful highlands on motorcycle friend-
ly routes through hills and tea landscapes. In Nilaveli and Mirissa we relax on beautiful beaches, one on the east and 
one on the west coast of the island. A visit to the elephants in the Uda Walawe National Park can of course not be 
missed. We start our Sri Lanka motorcycle tour in the pleasant port city of Negombo, which is about 15 minutes from 
the airport. 

The Pearl of the Indian Ocean
A Laid-Back Motorcycle Tour through Sri Lanka

This fantastic Sri Lanka motorcycle tour combines 

motorcycle adventure with culture and a tropical 

beach vacation and offers diverse insights into the 

picturesque island paradise.

13.02.2021 – 27.02.2021
19.12.2021 - 02.01.2022

In February 2021, we are reviving our Sri Lanka Tour with a completely 
new approach on Royal Enfi elds 350 Bullets, which will take place for the 
fi rst time in 7 years. Experienced Road Captain Shankar will lead the way. 
Shankar lives partly on the beautiful tropical island and is married there. 
The studied indologist and passionate motorcyclist is very knowledgeable 
and shows you the most beautiful beaches to relax and the excellent local 
cuisine on this laid-back trip. The curvy routes enhance the sound of the 
Enfi eld bikes through the highlands of the island.

Organized and guided by RC Peter with support from his Dutch friend Hans.

Get ready for a full round of the sun-drenched isle of Cyprus, with its untouched nature and ancient culture! This 
tour is a good fi t for all bikers who like leaving the asphalt behind and have some experience. Our starting point will 
be the unspoilt Chrysochou Bay near Polis. We’re going to use it as a base for three one-day rides and a three-day 
tour through the forested mountains of Troodos and to Nicosia. Winding its way up and down through the mountains, 
the track will then take us back to Polis. And to wrap things up, we’ve got a day of off-road riding at its fi nest on the 
Akamas peninsula.

We scheduled this seven-day enduro tour for autumn, the best time of year in Cyprus. We’ll go for long stretches 
with hardly any traffi c, weaving our way up lonely tracks through the mountains, along fi re trails, and across rock-
strewn slopes that’ll put a grin on the faces of even hardened off-roaders. The tour is of medium diffi culty, and the 
ride becomes more challenging as we go along. We recommend this trip to bikers who already have some enduro 
experience, as we’re going to spend a lot of time on unpaved routes on our 250cc Honda enduros

We’re not going to neglect the cultural sides of the island, either – we’ll delve into the history of Cyprus, get to know 
its present-day village life, and explore the urban fl air of the divided capital, Nicosia. I’m putting the route together 
with my old biker friend Hans: a Dutchman who’s been living in Cyprus for more than 30 years, Hans knows every 
track and mountain trail like the back of his hand. We’ll also spend two nights in the cozy hotel of a friend of mine in 
the picturesque mountain village of Spilia.

I’m really looking forward to our tour together!!
Senior Road Captain Peter 

Get to know more and contact RC Peter: rcpeter@classic-bike-india.de

Welcome to Peter´s Cyprus Bike Adventure
We have two tours lined up:

01 Nov. - 08 Nov. 2020 – 2 bikes still available

07 Nov. - 14 Nov. 2020  – 6 bikes still available

14 Nov. - 21 Nov. 2020  – fully booked


